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Abstract—The main candidate to be a practical and low cost

high power THz source is the intersubband-based quantum

cascade laser, which can have a tremendous impact in many

practical applications, including last mile and indoor telecom-

munication systems. In this review we discuss current chal-

lenges for THz intersubband device development from a mi-

croscopic point of view. Next summarize the search for new

mechanisms and structure designs that can lead to intersub-

band gain without population inversion. This is a very im-

portant topic of current research, since is both an extremely

elegant phenomenon from the basic physics of view and crucial

for effective lasing in the THz range. The reason is that scat-

tering phenomena can lead to level broadenings of the same

order of magnitude of the lasing transitions, making popula-

tion inversion by carrier injection in upper lasing subbands

extremely difficult. Previous work in the literature is com-

pared and contrasted with a new scheme that may lead to

high temperature lasing by engineering the nonequilibrium

population inversion with a combination of band structure

and many body effects mediated by a k-space filter.

Keywords—band structure engineering, coupled valence bands,

intersubband laser, intersubband transitions, lasing without in-

version, terahertz radiation.

1. Introduction

Intersubband optics and the terahertz (THz) range of the

electromagnetic spectrum are the current frontiers in semi-

conductor science from both fundamental and applications

points of view. To date the exploitation of THz waves

has been largely underdeveloped due to the lack of a com-

pact coherent source; providing high output power prefer-

ably with continuous wave (cw) operation. This is despite

the huge potential THz technology has in a varied list of

applications; detecting tumours and skin cancers, pharma-

ceutical applications, detecting and discriminating different

explosive threat materials, environmental sensing and gas

monitoring, industrial process control, as well as applica-

tions in astronomy, semiconductor imaging, security and

medical imaging and telecommunication applications.

Due to the increasing demand for bandwidth it is expected

that THz communication systems will be developed in a few

years time. American and Japanese companies have already

taken the first steps in this direction. Short-range indoor

communication systems which work at carrier frequencies

of a few hundred gigahertz will represent the wireless local

area network (LAN) systems of the future. Such systems

could also solve the current “last mile telecommunication”

problem.

As a matter of fact, the demand for bandwidth in wire-

less short-range communication systems has doubled every

18 months over the last 25 years and there is no reason to

expect that this trend would come to an end [1].

There are several different meanings for bandwidth and

here it means the rate at which information can be trans-

mitted over a given medium (telephone cables, cable TV,

microwave relays, fiber optics, satellite links, etc.) In gen-

eral the permissible bandwidth is about 0.1% to 1% of the

carrier frequency. This means that the available bandwidth

grows with the carrier frequency. In other words, the higher

the frequency, the greater the volume of information that

can be transmitted.

The current short-range communications systems Bluetooth

and wireless LANs will not be able to deliver the bandwidth

needed in 10 years because they operate with carrier fre-

quencies of only a few gigahertz and the same happens for

the currently emerging ultra wide band technology. Those

systems are limited to rates below 1 Gbit/s. Future systems

delivering data rates above 10 Gbit/s will have to work at

several ten or preferably a few hundred GHz and this will

require higher carrier frequencies. The use of bandwidth

is regulated in the USA up to frequencies of 300 GHz

with a window from 275 to 300 GHz which is reserved

for communications [2]. In Europe the allocation is the

same but ends at 275 GHz. In other words, there is free

communication bandwidth available above 275 GHz. Sys-

tems operating at those frequencies are already in the THz

range. Thus, compact and inexpensive devices emitting in

this range are required. The quantum cascade laser (QCL)

is a potential candidate.

The first mid infra red (MIR) QCL was demonstrated in

1994 by Faist et al. at Bell Labs [3] and the extension of the

QCL design to emission frequencies below the Restrahlen

band was achieved in 2002 when Köhler et al. [4] demon-

strated the first THz QCL, at 4.4 THz. Since then they have

achieved a maximum operating temperature of 186 K [5].

Even though intersubband emitters are the best candidate as

compact high power sources for THz radiation, a current re-

view of the field seems to indicate that conventional designs

for QCLs emitting at a given energy h̄ω appear to have an

maximum operating temperature Tmax ≈ h̄ω/kB [6]. Thus

attainment of room temperature operation seems unlikely

without external cooling. Dramatic progress can only be

achieved with deep understanding and unconventional ma-

nipulation of microscopic mechanisms.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the microscopic difficulties that

prevent current THz QCLs to operate at room temperature

at high output power. The most critical issue currently
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limiting THz QCLs as widely exploitable imaging sources

is achieving population inversion at high temperatures de-

picted in Fig. 1(a)–(d).

Fig. 1. Cartoon of the most critical issue currently limiting

THz QCLs as widely exploitable imaging sources is achieving

population inversion at high temperatures.

In Fig. 1(a), in contrast to the mid-IR case (left diagram),

for THz transitions (right diagram) the energy difference

between the lasing levels is not much larger than the level

broadening. The electrons can tunnel from the injector to

the upper or lower levels reducing population inversion.

In Fig. 1(b), in the right-hand diagram the temperature

is high. The upper subband is occupied up to electronic

states with sufficient energy to emit longitudinal-optic (LO)

phonons, and thus decay nonradiatively to the lower las-

ing level, reducing the population inversion. In Fig. 1(c),

thermal backfilling of the lower radiative state by carri-

ers from the injector states reduces population inversion at

high temperatures. In Fig. 1(d), at high temperatures be-

yond the peak bias level when the maximum achievable

current Jmax is reached, the injector and upper levels get

misaligned and the device ceases to operate.

2. Lasing Without Population Inversion

Lasing without inversion (LWI) is a new solution for pro-

ducing laser light and it has been achieved in gas and

semiconductor lasers, opening new possibilities for cleverly

sidestepping traditional difficulties of producing radiation in

both extremes of the spectrum: ultraviolet and x-ray las-

ing on the high energy side and far infrared (TERA-MIR)

in the low energy range. In a gas of atoms, laser light

buildup begins when a single photon, emitted by an atom in

a high-energy (excited) state, stimulates other excited atoms

to emit photons with identical attributes. Ordinary lasers

normally require the energy-intensive process of “popula-

tion inversion”, in which a majority of the atoms must be

excited into a high-energy state. Promoting atoms into ex-

cited states prepares them for participating in the laser pro-

cess, but it also serves to prevent them from soaking up the

light and thereby sabotaging the laser process.

However, maintaining a population inversion in ultraviolet

and x-ray lasers is extremely difficult because the high-

lying excited states necessary to produce such light are so

short-lived. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the

first demonstration of lasing without inversion appeared in

atomic optics and was based on quantum interference in

Rb atoms [7]. Previous experiments had produced nanosec-

ond bursts of light without population inversion, but the

paper [7] was the first to report a sustained laser beam

through LWI. In these experiments, an external laser beam

essentially creates two pathways for the atoms to get from

the ground state (|a〉) to the excited state (|b〉). In the ru-

bidium experiment, for example, the probability of getting

atoms from (|a〉) to (|b〉) becomes the overlap of the like-

lihood of getting from state (|a〉) to state (|b〉) directly and

going from state a to an even higher excited state (|c〉) then

decaying to state (|b〉). Under the proper conditions, the

overlapping likelihoods can interfere so as to cancel each

other out, preventing absorption. In other words, effective

LWI in atomic systems has been based on quantum interfer-

ence. Future goals are to achieve LWI in inexpensive diode

lasers (like those in CD players) and to produce x-ray and

UV light through LWI. Here we analyse a very different

scenario in intersubband emitters [8]–[10]. This may turn

out crucial in the search for room temperature THz QCLs.

The main reason for this is that dephasing and scattering

phenomena can lead to level broadenings of the same order

of magnitude of the lasing transitions, making population

inversion by carrier injection in upper lasing subbands ex-

tremely difficult, as depicted in the cartoons of Fig. 1.

The first experimental realization of intersubband lasers

without inversion exploited the nonparabolicity of the con-

duction subbands and local population inversion near k = 0

even though the lowest subband may have larger global oc-

cupation [10].

Later on, valence-band-based designs have been proposed

[11]–[13]. Intervalence band emitters based on Si-Ge struc-

tures have been investigated. However, lasing on quan-

tum cascade structures has never been demonstrated. Only

electroluminescence has been measured so far [14]–[16].

A complete set parameters required for predictive calcu-

lations of optical properties of Si-Ge devices is still not

known, although progress in this direction has been re-

cently achieved [17]. On the other hand, the material pa-

rameters for the III-V system investigated here are very well

known. This review complements the results given recently

in [18], [19] comparing and contrasting the results for two

different well widths.
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The following features are unique of the approach intro-

duced in [18] and were not found in previous studies in the

literature:

• The strongly k-dependent transverse-electric (TE)

transition is used to create a k-space filtering effect

that enhances the gain due to local population inver-

sion that arises due to the strongly nonparabolicity of

the valence bands.

• The nonequilibrium Keldysh Green’s function

method is used allowing the consideration of dephas-

ing effects.

• Detrimental cross-absorption due to multiple transi-

tions is taken into account.

Another useful feature of the approach is that simple sur-

face emitting designs can be constructed due to the TE

polarization of the emitted field.

3. Numerical Results and Discussion

Necessary conditions to obtain lasing without inversion ex-

ploiting nonparabolicity are that the upper conduction sub-

band should either have smaller effective mass or cooler

electrons. For unstrained GaAs-AlGaAs wells, even though

the conduction bands can be characterized by effective

masses (parabolic) “nonparabolicity” appears with differ-

ent effective masses per subband. And usually the lowest

band has a lighter effective mass. The valence bands in

contrast have typically lower averaged effective masses in

the upper lasing subband which is an advantage. However,

as the nonparabolicity can be in some cases so strong that

an effective mass does not make sense and the full disper-

sions must be used, which can complicate the numerical

calculations enormously, specially if many particle and de-

phasing effects are taken into account [18], [19].

The model system investigated in this paper is globally out

of equilibrium but the holes are assumed to be thermalized

within each subband with occupation functions character-

ized by different temperatures. The temperatures of the

electrons (or holes) in different subbands can be different.

This fact has as determined experimentally for conduction

band designs by means of microprobe photoluminescence

experiments [20]. It is a design challenge to cool the upper

subband electrons for more efficient lasing. Furthermore

the number of carriers in each subband in an intersubband

system depends on the injection scheme and can be cho-

sen independently of the temperature in simulations, see,

e.g., [18].

The results shown next are all for non-global inversion con-

ditions and GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum wells. Only the

top two valence subbands 1 and 2 are occupied and in all

cases the lowest hole band has equal or more total carrier

density than the upper (lasing) hole subband, i.e., n2 ≤ n1.

Detrimental cross absorption due to higher (empty) hole

subbands is taken into account. Before proceeding fur-

ther the following point should be highlighted: very good

agreement with experiments has been obtained by consider-

ing electron-phonon and electron-impurity scattering as the

main origin of dephasing in mid infrared systems [21]–[23].

Interface roughness scattering also plays a role even in THz

systems, however, this effect depends on sample quality

[24], [25] and the inclusion of sample quality considera-

tions would be beyond the scope of this paper.

The nature of the main non-radiative channel between sub-

bands, which is crucial to the device performance, remains

a matter of controversy for THz systems. The typical en-

ergy spacing for one active region period is lower than

the optical phonon energy (36 meV in GaAs). Thus, op-

tical phonon emission may not always be the dominant

non-radiative mechanism unless the electrons are very hot.

Moreover, many-body effects (electron-electron scattering

resonances) have been observed in recent experiments for

THz QCLs operating in the quantum Hall regime [26].

Thus in the theoretical limit analyzed in this paper, the de-

phasing is due only to electron-electron mechanisms [27].

Consideration of other scattering channels will be the sub-

ject of future research.

The optical properties in which we are interested are calcu-

lated in our approach through the optical susceptibility, χ ,

which can be directly obtained from the Green’s function G.

The absorption α(ω) and gain spectra g(ω) = −α(ω) are

calculated from the imaginary part of the optical suscepti-

bility χ(ω) (see, [18]):

α(ω) =
4πω

cnb

ℑ
{

χ(ω)
}

, (1)

χ(ω) = 2 ∑
µ 6=ν,~k

℘µν(k)χν,µ(k,ω).

Here nb denotes the background refractive index, c is the

speed of light, ℘νµ(k) = edνµ(k) is the transition dipole

moment between the subbands ν and µ , which are labelled

µ = 1,2, . . . from the top valence band. Thus in the dis-

cussion that follows, if holes are injected in the subband 2

and make a transition to subband 1 creating a photon, this

actually means that an electron made a transition from va-

lence subband 1 to subband 2 and will be called a (2,1)

transition.

The nonequilibrium steady-state susceptibility function

χν µ(k,ω) is evaluated through the carriers Keldysh Green’s

function G, whose time evolution is described by a Dyson

equation. The resulting integro-differential equation for

χν µ(k,ω) is solved numerically in this paper including

many body effects at the Hartree-Fock level, complex non-

parabolic band structure, correlation and dephasing mech-

anisms.

The numerical scheme used here can be summarized as

follows: the first step is the solution of the 8 × 8 k · p

Hamiltonian [27]. The Green’s functions and self-energies

are expanded using eigenstates and eigenvalues of this

Hamiltonian. Next, by assuming thermalized holes, the full

nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) scheme is simpli-

fied and reduces to the self-consistent evaluation of chem-

ical potentials and self-energy matrix elements which lead
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Fig. 2. Comparison of occupation functions and transition dipole moments (symbols) in (a), (c) against gain spectra in (b), (d).

The two quantum wells considered have widths of 5 nm (a), (b) and 10 nm (c), (d). The wavenumber is presented in units of 1/a0,

where a0 is the 2D Bohr radius.

to subband energy renormalizations, dephasing constants

and occupation functions. Only carrier-carrier scattering

is considered here and details of the corresponding self-

energy are given in [27].

Finally, absorption and gain are given by the solution of

the integro-differential equation obtained from the carriers

Green’s function by numerical matrix inversion. The sus-

ceptibility function can be written as

χνµ(k,ω) = ∑
k
′ 6=k

(

M
νµ
kk′

)−1
℘νµ(k′)δnνµk′ , (2)

where
(

M
νµ
k′k

)−1
is the inverse of

M
νµ
kk′

=
(

h̄ω − eνµ(k)+ iΓνµ

)

δk,k′

+
(

1− δk,k′
)

δnνµkṼ
νµ
k−k′

. (3)

Here δnνµk = nν(k)− nµ(k) denotes the nonequilibrium

population difference between subbands ν and µ . Further

details of the renormalized energies eνµ , electron-electron

scattering broadening Γνµ and the Coulomb matrix ele-

ments Ṽ
νµ
k−k′

are given in [21], [27]. The role of the dipole

function ℘νµ(k′) as a k-space filter is then clear in Eq. (2).

The overlap of a strongly peaked dipole function exactly

where local population inversion δnνµk′ takes place en-

hances the gain without inversion effect as illustrated by

Fig. 2. More details of the numerical method are given

in [18].

Figure 2 compares and contrasts the occupation functions

and gain spectra for two different quantum wells. An impor-

tant remark should be made before analyzing the numerical

results. The gain spectra are inversely proportional to the

period length. The period used here is the quantum well

width, Lc = 5 nm or 10 nm consistently with the model.

In actual QCLs, the period is extended to include barriers,

injector, and collectors, and it can easily be at least 5 as

large. Since the number of photons emitted per period re-

mains constant this means that the gain spectra calculated

here are very high in comparison to what should be ex-

pected in actual QCL structures. Note, however, that the

qualitative analysis that follows is fully consistent with the

single quantum well model.

The occupation functions are given on the left and corre-

sponding gain spectra on the right panels for 5 nm (top) and

10 nm (bottom) GaAs-Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum wells. Only

the two top subbands are occupied and in both subbands

the electrons are thermalized at T = 300 K. In both pan-

els in the left the triangle symbols are the corresponding

transition dipole moments for the (1,2) transition respon-
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sible for the gain. The dipoles have been scaled in the

y-axis to fit in the plot. The solid curve is the occupa-

tion of the upper subband, fixed in all gain calculations

at n2 = 4 · 10
11 carriers/cm2. From bottom to top, the

dashed, dot-dashed and dotted curves are for increasing

lower hole subband total occupation density n1 = 4, 4.5
and 5 ·10

11 carriers/cm2.

The corresponding gain curves are easily identified on the

right and correspond to the densities in the second subband.

In other words, from top to bottom, the dashed, dot-dashed

and dotted curves are for increasing lower hole subband to-

tal occupation density n1 = 4, 4.5 and 5 ·10
11 carriers/cm2.

The gain decreases as the lower occupation increases. The

transition dipole moment, which has a strong filtering effect

in k-space is scaled to fit in the plots. Following intuition,

the gain decreases as the global occupation of the lower

band increases. The 5 nm quantum well leads to better

local inversion assuming that the same 2D density can be

achieved in both samples and leads to more robust gain

against increases in the lower subband carrier density.

However, in an actual structure it may be more difficult to

inject the same global density of electrons for 5 nm then

for 10 nm. More realistic calculations will be performed

with a new generation of our NEGFs simulator, which will

be capable of describing valence band cascaded structures

and will be the subject of future publications.

In summary, this manuscript reviewed a possible solution

for intersubband emitters that can lead to revolutionary de-

vices for the completely open field of THz telecommuni-

cations and many other applications.
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